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The Warm Company is the manufacturer  of the most highly regarded and widely recognised 
quilt battings  and fusibles in the world. Their manufacturing  facilities  are state of the art with
lines specifically to run only the highest grade, 100% natural cotton fibres grown in the USA.

These products are perfect for use with our 
Craft Cotton Plains, Rose & Hubble Cotton Poplin Prints & Plains 

True Craft Cotton Prints and Plains - All of which can be viewed at www.fabricsireland.com
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Warm & Natural is the preferred batting among quilters and crafters 
world-wide! Only the highest grade, 100% natural cotton fibres grown in 
the USA are needle punched through a strong, very thin poly-propylene 
scrim, securing the fibre together without glue. Beginner friendly to help 
finish projects quickly. Quilting or ties can be up to 10” apart without the 
worry of bunching or separation when washing. Versatile - use in wall 
hangings, placemats stockings, totes, quilted clothing and as an exterior 
fabric for crafting soft sculpture rabbits, snowmen and more!

Ref:F-O-WARMWN90: Code:0775  228.6cm (90”) wide. 18.3m 
Ref:F-O-WARMWN124:Code:01000  315cm (124”) wide. 
27.4m 87.5% Natural Cotton 12.5% Polypropylene. Approx 140gsm.

The masters of cotton quilt batting have done it again! The Warm Company is 
manufacturing Warm 100 with a 100% cotton scrim - a one of a kind innovation for 
quilters. Warm 100 uses natural cotton that has gone through extra mechanical 
cleaning eliminating all plant debris. The super clean, natural cotton is needled to 
an all new 100% cotton scrim providing the stable, versatile benefits quilters and 
crafters expect and rely on from Warm batting, Quilt or tie up to 10” apart, machine 
wash & dry finished quilts. 
Warm 100 - the next Big Thing for quilting!
Ref:F-O-WARMW100:Code:0775  279.4cm (110”) wide.  22.8m 
100% Cotton Scrim. Approx 140gsm.

Warm & White is everything quilters love about Warm & Natural using purified 
cotton fibre. The special method used to whiten the cotton singles out and 
washes each fibre in a proprietary process with gentle hydrogen peroxide. 
Warm & White is ideal for use with light pastels and tone on tone fabrics with no 
natural colour to peek through. The bright white cotton is great for crafting frosty 
snowmen! This cotton, like all Warm cotton is grown and processed in the USA.

Ref:F-O-WARMWW90:Code:0800   228.6cm (90”) wide. 18.3m
Ref:F-O-WARMWW124:Code:01150  315cm (124”) wide. 27.4m  
87.5% Purified Cotton 12.5% Polypropylene. Approx 155gsm.

Warm & Plush is 100% Luxury Loft natural cotton batting - No Scrim - just 
50% more lightly needled cotton! The added weight is perfect for achieving
dimension for a faux trapunto look showing off the actual quilting. 100% 
natural cotton pleases all green quilters and crafters. This cotton undergoes 
an added mechanical cleaning process that opens the cotton tumbling out of 
the leaf and stem remnants. Perfect for craft projects requiring 100% cotton. 
Warm & Plush is the heaviest, loftiest, natural cotton batting on the market 
today!

Ref:F-O-WARMWP90:Code:0750
  

228.6cms (90”) wide. 22.8m  
100% Luxury Loft Natural Cotton. Approx 245gsm.
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Soft & Bright needled polyester batting undergoes the same manufacturing 
process that makes Warm & Natural the world’s leading cotton batting! The
Warm Company uses the softest 100% US made polyester fibres. Needle 
punched like no other polyester into a scrim, can be quilted or tied up to 10” 
apart or use as an exterior fabric for crafts. Great for beginners. Free motion 
quilting is a breeze as your quilt layers cling together with a minimal 
basting - just quilting with confidence! Perfect for children’s quilts as they’re 
laundered often and this batting dries quickly.
Ref:F-O-WARMSB90: Code:0450  228.6cm (90”) wide. 22.8m 
Ref:F-O-WARMSB124:Code:0650  315cm (124”) wide. 18.3m100
% All Pure Polyester. Approx 135gsm.

Lite Steam-A-Seam 2 is half the weight of regular Steam-A-Seam 2 making it 
ideal for light fabrics like lamé and perfect for multiple layer appliqué. 
Lite Steam-A-Seam 2 is recommended by name with the most highly 
regarded reputation worldwide. It offers a repositionable, 
temporary stick and when fused creates a soft permanent 
bond. Machine washable, dryer safe, and even dry cleanable.

Ref:F-O-WARMSAS12:Code:0375  30cm (12”) wide.  36.5m 
Ref :F-O-WARMSAS 18:Code :0575   45cm (18”) wide 22.8m   
Approx 210gsm.

Insul-Bright is a needle punched insulated lining. With today’s focus on 
family and friends, simple,practical, household projects and homemade 
gifts are very popular. Lunch bags, grocery bags, oven mitts and ironing 
board covers are all made functional and safe with Insul-Bright. The 
needled poly fibres resist conduction while the reflective metalized film 
resists radiant energy reflecting hot or cold energy back to its source. 
Easy to sew and machine washable! If it’s too hot to handle or too cold 
to hold - make it just right with Insul-Bright!

Ref:WARMIB22:Code:0200   50.8cm (22”) wide.  18.3m 
Ref:WARMIB45:Code:0350  114.3cm (45”) wide.  36.5m 
93.75% Polyester Fibre 6.25% Metalized Polyester. Approx 180gsm.

Fusible Warm Fleece 2 gets you right to quilting and crafting! Simply sandwich 
between top and bottom fabrics – fusing all layers together at the same time 
for a quick, soft and stable bond ready to sew by hand or machine.
It is the great time-saving way to add loft, dimension and stability to quilting, 
crafting and sewing projects. 
If you’re looking for a thin more rigid finish just press down and steam for the 
desired consistency. If softness is desired a quick pass is all it takes!

Ref:F-O-WARMFF45:Code:0550   114.3cm (45”) wide. 18.3m 
100% Polyester. Approx 136gsm.
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